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Harrison W. Inefuku, Iowa State University
epress’s Digital Commons provides 
repository administrators and authors with 
dashboards that provide detailed 
readership information. Unlike Google Analytics, 
the information provided is based on downloads, 
rather than page views. In 2015, redesigned 
dashboards were released, providing authors and 
administrators with:
• readership distribution map
• institutions
• countries, and country subdivisions
• referrers
• downloads
• metadata page views
• uploads
Repository administrators can view statistics for 
the entire repository, specific communities and 
collections, and for individual authors.
In May 2016, a redesign granted administrators 
the ability to create and share custom dashboard 
views, so repository stakeholders can view the 
readership for the communities and collections 
relevant to them.
Elisa Rizo (Associate Professor of Spanish, Department 
of World Languages and Cultures)’s dashboard reveals 
that Equatorial Guinea is her third largest source of 
downloads. Rizo conducts research on the literature and 
theatre of Equatorial Guinea. Through the dashboard, 
Rizo can demonstrate that her research is reaching the 
communities she is writing about.
Guest Access Links make it easy for repository administator to share dashboard views for 
specific repository communities and collections with targeted stakeholders, such as 
department chairs. Our department chairs have shared their custom dashboard views with 
their deans and include the readership information in their annual reports.
Above: The global readership map for the Iowa State Digital 
Repository, tracking downloads since its launch in 2012.
Left: A zoomed-in view of the readership map. The map gets 
more specific as the dashboard viewer zooms in. At its most 
detailed, the map shows what works are being downloaded at 
which institutions in a given geographic area.
The list of commercial institutions from 
which publications of the Center for 
Nondestructive Evaluation’s publications 
are being downloaded shows some 
overlap with the list of the center’s 
sponsors. This helps to demonstrate how 
the center’s research agenda benefits its 
sponsors, and may lead to stronger ties 
with current sponsors or the acquisition of 
new sponsors.
Other departments and centers may be 
interested in discovering if peer 
institutions/competitors are downloaded 
their scholarship, or if government 
agencies funding their research are 
downloading their publications.
Visit http://bit.ly/1sPeZjf to browse Iowa State University’s 
dashboard.
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